2018 Little Three Golf Championship
Wednesday, April 25, 2018 at TPC River Highlands, Cromwell, Conn.

MORNING - Alternating Shot

#1 – Sam Goldenring/Beau David (Wlms); Dan Langa/Nick Sullivan (Amh); Zach Lambros (Wes)
RESULTS - Wlms defeats Wes, 5&4; Amh defeats Wes, 5&4; Wlms vs. Amh, halved

#2 - Ben Beiers/Jake Foehl (Wlms); Will Lonnquist/Jack Klein (Amh); Joshua Rubin/Andrew Rachlin (Wes)
RESULTS - Wlms defeats Wes, 8&7; Amh defeats Wes, 7&6; Wlms defeats Amh, 5&4

#3 – William Conyers/Will Kannegieser (Wlms); Sam Procter/Mateo Wiesner (Amh); Bryan Chong/George Blinick (Wes)
RESULTS - Wlms defeats Wes, 3&1; Amh defeats Wes, 6&4; Amh defeats Wlms, 3&1

#4 – Wyatt Khosrowshahi/Tucker Van Eck (Wlms); Jack Burlison/Jeffrey Herr (Amh); Elliot Witdorchic/Sadia Naeem (Wes)
RESULTS - Wlms defeats Wes, 7&5, Amh vs. Wes, halved; Wlms defeats Amh, 4&3

AFTERNOON – Match Play

#1 – Will Kannegieser (Wlms); Dan Langa (Amh); Zach Lambros (Wes)
RESULTS – Wlms defeats Wes, 5&3; Amh defeats Wes; 3&2; Amh defeats Wlms, 1-up

#2 – Sam Goldenring (Wlms); Jeffrey Herr (Amh); Brian Gerner (Wes)
RESULTS – Wlms defeats Wes, 6&5; Amh defeats Wes, 3&2; Wlms defeats Amh, 2&1

#3 – Jake Foehl (Wlms); Jack Burlison (Amh); Andrew Rachlin (Wes)
RESULTS – Wlms defeats Wes, 3&1; Amh defeats Wes, 4&3; Amh defeats Wlms, 3&1

#4 – Ben Beiers (Wlms); Sam Procter (Amh); Elliot Witdorchic (Wes)
RESULTS – Wlms defeats Wes, 7&6; Amh defeats Wes, 5&4; Amh defeats Wlms, 3&2

#5 – Beau David (Wlms); Mateo Wiesner (Amh); Sadia Naeem (Wes)
RESULTS – Wlms defeats Wes, 8&7; Amh defeats Wes, 7&6; Wlms defeats Amh, 5&4

#6 – Wyatt Khosrowshahi (Wlms); Jack Klein (Amh); Joshua Rubin (Wes)
RESULTS – Wlms defeats Wes, 6&5; Amh defeats Wes, 7&6; Wlms defeats Amh, 4&3

#7 – William Conyers (Wlms); Will Lonnquist (Amh); Bryan Chong (Wes)
RESULTS – Wlms defeats Wes, 6&5; Amh defeats Wes, 8&6; Amh defeats Wlms, 3&1

#8 – Tucker Van Eck (Wlms); Nick Sullivan (Amh); George Blinick (Wes)
RESULTS – Wlms defeats Wes, 2&1; Amh defeats Wes, 3&2; Amh defeats Wlms, 2-up

FINAL TEAM SCORES:
Williams 12, Wesleyan 0; Amherst 6.5, Williams 5.5; Amherst 11.5, Wesleyan 0.5